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A simple composition comprising a single sheet of smudged paper, a thin gold frame
with a plain window mat, and a machine-precise inscription, Robert Rauschenberg’s
Erased de Kooning Drawing blankly addresses the viewer. At first inspection, its meaning
and import are utterly opaque, impossible even to speculate upon. The inscription,
“ERASED DE KOONING DRAWING BY ROBERT RAUSCHENBERG 1953,” is the only toehold
offered to those unfamiliar with this enigmatic artwork. The story of how Erased de
Kooning Drawing came into being is central to its reception and reputation, and cannot
be separated from the work itself. As Walter Hopps noted, a basic understanding of
Erased de Kooning Drawing “is inextricably embedded in the viewer’s explicit knowledge
of the process of making.”1 This essay offers a perspective on the interrelatedness of
the work’s creation story and its material conditions, and it reflects on the roles both
factors played in establishing the drawing as a progenitor of Conceptualism. Though it
is often discussed as a bombshell that detonated in the art world in 1953, the drawing
in fact gained its reputation much more slowly, as critics and artists considered and
reconsidered the implications of the odd, nearly unfathomable artistic choice central to
its making.
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Rauschenberg’s usual account of Erased de Kooning Drawing’s origins begins with a
simple challenge: he wanted to discover a way to make a drawing with an eraser. He
had tried erasing one of his own drawings but found the results lacking. He became
convinced that the only way to create a work of art through erasure would be to start
with a drawing by an artist of universally recognized significance. His first and only
choice was Willem de Kooning (1904–1997), a painter at the apex of his powers who had
recently reached the highest echelons of the New York art world. With great respect and
trepidation, Rauschenberg approached de Kooning to ask for a drawing to erase; with
some reluctance and consternation, de Kooning consented. According to Rauschenberg,
de Kooning agreed to participate because he understood the concept behind the request
and did not want to impede another artist’s work. Back in his studio, Rauschenberg set to
work reversing de Kooning’s masterful draftsmanship, a process that took considerable
time and numerous erasers. Rauschenberg had a penchant for storytelling, and some
of the finer details of his account were embellished over the decades (de Kooning’s
demeanor grew more intimidating, the number of erasers increased). However, the
central plot points, present in the first major public airing of the tale in Calvin Tomkins’s
February 1964 New Yorker profile of Rauschenberg, remained remarkably stable in
the artist’s many retellings of the story and in the published accounts that appeared
throughout the last four decades of his life.2
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For Rauschenberg, the story always ended with the laborious erasure process and his
satisfaction with the result; he made no mention of the inscription or the work’s gold
frame. In the early literature on Erased de Kooning Drawing, the inscription rarely draws
more than a passing mention. It is not treated as an integral or significant aspect of
the piece, and when it is referred to, Rauschenberg or his chroniclers simply state the
wording and sometimes note that it was hand-lettered. Late in his life, Rauschenberg
began to relate that it was fellow artist Jasper Johns (b. 1930) who executed the
inscription, a fact later confirmed by Johns.3 In research conducted in preparation for
exhibitions presented in 1991 and 1997, Walter Hopps and Susan Davidson dated the
erasure of de Kooning’s drawing to fall 1953 and established that Rauschenberg and Johns
first met during the 1953–54 holiday season, a chronology that begs the question of when
the inscription and frame were added. Rauschenberg never addressed the timing directly,
but Johns states that the catalyst was an exhibition opportunity late in 1955. Both artists
had been invited to participate in a group drawings show at Elinor Poindexter Gallery,
New York,4 but Rauschenberg, who rarely produced finished drawings, had nothing he

1. Robert Rauschenberg, Erased de Kooning Drawing,
1953; traces of drawing media on paper with label and
gilded frame, 25 1/4 x 21 3/4 x 1/2 in. (64.14 x 55.25 x 1.27
cm); Collection SFMOMA, Purchase through a gift of
Phyllis C. Wattis; © Robert Rauschenberg Foundation /
Licensed by VAGA, New York, NY; photo: Ben Blackwell

considered suitable to present. Johns suggested that he show the erased drawing, and
they began to prepare the inscription. Because the two had been producing displays for
department store windows and a women’s garment distribution warehouse around that
time, they had access to a device akin to a pantograph, a mechanical instrument used
for duplication. Once they had decided on the details of the inscription and arranged the
letters in a metal template, Johns ran a stylus through the guides and an attached pen
precisely reproduced the inscription on an adjacent sheet of paper. The drawing was then
sent to a framer to be mounted with a mat that included a small window revealing the
inscription5 (fig. 2).

2. Detail of Robert Rauschenberg’s Erased de Kooning Drawing (1953) showing the
inscription made by Jasper Johns
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Though no record of Rauschenberg’s early attitude toward the frame survives, his
omission of the inscription and framing of the work from its creation story suggests
that, for him, the narrative had initially gelled before these elements attained their
current centrality. After a 1988 conservation treatment, however, the artist instructed
a studio assistant to add a note on the back of the work: “DO NOT REMOVE DRAWING
FROM FRAME FRAME IS PART OF DRAWING” (fig. 3). This effort to indelibly and definitively
declare the frame an integral part of the work suggests that the question of its
relationship to the drawing had arisen more than once.6 Early photographs of Erased
de Kooning Drawing, commissioned by the artist for the clear purpose of publication,
do not include the frame, indicating that he did not initially consider it essential to the
artwork. Accordingly, the frame is absent from early reproductions in journals and
books; it appears for the first time in Hopps’s 1976 retrospective catalogue, where it is
also included in the medium description for the work.7 Following that exhibition, the
work continued to be illustrated inconsistently, often without either the inscription or
the frame visible.8 In recent years, however, illustrations in studies of Erased de Kooning
Drawing have tended toward the inclusion of both elements, with interest in the
inscription and frame growing in direct proportion to increasing scholarly attention on the
drawing’s connection to Conceptual art. Rauschenberg’s own shift in attitude toward the
inscription and frame may have paralleled this arc in the critical discourse.
The current frame is the original: a slender, very traditional gilded wood construction
with a simple profile. The mat was replaced in 1988 after an extensive conservation
treatment to remove a paperboard mount to which the drawing had been adhered.
Rauschenberg likely mounted the drawing to reinforce it prior to the erasure process.
Removal of the paperboard backing revealed an additional drawing by de Kooning on
the back of the sheet—an unfinished female figure rendered in graphite (fig. 4). The
presence of this drawing was unknown (except to Rauschenberg and de Kooning) prior
to 1988, and Rauschenberg later cited it as proof that he had indeed erased an original
de Kooning.9 The mounting has an old-fashioned air, echoing both Royal Academy–
style frames (which often feature attached labels) and the monogramming seen on
Renaissance drawings and prints, which presents the artist’s name and the artwork’s title
and date inside an ornate hand-drawn medallion below the image. The framing choices
add gravitas to Erased de Kooning Drawing, providing confirmation that one is looking
at an erased drawing by a master artist. The effaced drawing itself does not convey
enough visual information to establish its own identity or consequence. The complete
physical package—erased drawing, mat, inscription, and frame—brings to mind a religious
reliquary, which depends on an ornate presentation and associated narrative to create an
aura of significance around the remains it houses. It was the addition of the inscription
and frame that actualized Erased de Kooning Drawing. Once it was literally and textually

3. View of Robert Rauschenberg’s Erased de
Kooning Drawing (verso, framed) showing
handwritten note about the frame and exhibition
labels

4. View of Robert Rauschenberg’s Erased de
Kooning Drawing (verso, unframed) showing an
untitled drawing by Willem de Kooning, ca. 1953.
Graphite on paper, 16 1/2 x 14 1/8 in. (41.9 x 35.9
cm). Collection SFMOMA, purchase through a gift of
Phyllis Wattis; © The Willem de Kooning Foundation
/ Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York

framed, the smudgy piece of paper—and the act of erasure it represents—became
something more.
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Erased de Kooning Drawing is both a product of its artistic moment and a marker of an
extraordinary time in Rauschenberg’s biography. It was produced in late 1953, just months
after the artist had returned to New York that April following an eight-month trip with
fellow artist Cy Twombly (1928–2011) through Italy and North Africa. Significantly, upon
his return he chose to locate far downtown on Fulton Street, well away from the cluster
of artists’ studios around Tenth Street but quite near the building where John Cage
(1912–1992) and Merce Cunningham (1919–2009) lived. Rauschenberg had met Cage and
Cunningham in 1951, and their friendship had cohered in summer 1952, when they were all
in residence at Black Mountain College.10 Cage had experienced a deep transformation
between 1951 and 1952 through the teachings of Zen, and he was actively putting forward
Zen principles in lectures and conversations during this period.11 In spring 1953, the fertile
exchange of ideas between Cage, Cunningham, and Rauschenberg intensified, as each
of them energized the others. It was that spring that Rauschenberg showed his White
Paintings (1951), Black paintings (1951–53), and Elemental Sculptures (ca. 1953) in a twoperson exhibition with Twombly at the Stable Gallery, New York.12 Cage responded to
these works with a chant-like poem about the White Paintings that was added to a gallery
wall during the exhibition. Effluent from the concept of nothingness so central to Zen, the
poem begins “To Whom / No subject / No image / No taste / No object / No beauty . . . .”13
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More than two decades later, beginning in the 1970s, Rauschenberg firmly linked Erased
de Kooning Drawing to the White Paintings, saying that he had been working with “the
monochrome no-image” and wanted to find a way to draw as part of the series.14 He also
described having conceived of Erased de Kooning Drawing as a problem to be solved:
“I had been working for some time at erasing, with the idea that I wanted to create a
work of art by that method.”15 In a sense, the impulse explored in Erased de Kooning
Drawing does indeed begin with the White Paintings that Rauschenberg made at Black
Mountain in summer 1951. With the White Paintings, he tested the boundaries of painting
by exhibiting seemingly blank, all-white canvases, some of which had been painted not by
Rauschenberg but rather by Twombly.16 For reviewers of Rauschenberg’s Stable Gallery
exhibition in May 1953, there was no question that these works took aim directly at the
definition of art.17 Yet tying the drawing to that point of origin does not capture the full
story. Since the early 1950s Rauschenberg had been interested in testing the boundaries
of what qualified as a work of art, a line of inquiry initiated by Marcel Duchamp
(1887–1968) in the early decades of the twentieth century. In the 1950s Rauschenberg
became familiar with Duchamp’s work and Dada practices, and he was certainly aware
of Duchamp’s readymades, such as Bicycle Wheel (1913) and Fountain (1917), which
overturned the fundamental premise that an artist must have a hand in the physical
making of an artwork.18 Rauschenberg was clearly intrigued by Duchamp’s challenge to
prevailing notions of artistic originality and authenticity, and developed his own interest in
identifying, interrogating, and breaching the boundaries of art. The Duchampian impulse
is central to Rauschenberg’s narrative for the work, which charts his quest to produce
a drawing without drawing at all (knowing that the end result would be essentially an
empty page) and still have it be considered art.
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On another level, Erased de Kooning Drawing can also be read as evidence of an action
or a recording of an event, and, as such, is aligned with the precepts of action painting
or gestural abstraction that dominated the New York art scene in the early 1950s. This
approach was famously codified by critic Harold Rosenberg in his seminal article “The
American Action Painters,” which was published in ARTnews in December 1952 and
became a hot topic of conversation in New York art circles the following year.19 Rosenberg
identified a revolution in recent approaches to painting that conceptualized works of art
as the result of a process that was begun in complete uncertainty and unfolded over time.
As he famously noted: “What was to go on in the canvas was not a picture but an event.”20
To be sure, Erased de Kooning Drawing reverses the physical, additive process of action
painting, but it hinges entirely on the concept of an artwork as a performative act.21 In
fact, the work is so event-based as to have required the development of the explanatory

background story as a sort of pendant that testifies to the actions of its creation,
completed in the privacy of the artist’s studio.
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Ultimately, one reading cannot be extricated from the other, as both were central to the
artistic and intellectual atmosphere in which Erased de Kooning Drawing was created.
Rauschenberg’s decision to erase his own drawings was likewise shaped by a number of
personal factors. Having just returned from abroad and immersed himself in the New
York art scene, he found himself in a cauldron of ideas about action, process, concept,
and nothingness, navigating an artistic landscape that was being redefined through
influences such as Cage’s intellectual Zen advances, Rosenberg’s painting as an action,
the Janis Gallery Dada show, and the Stable Gallery exhibition of his very own White
Paintings. Notably, 1953 was also a pivotal year for de Kooning, who finally found staunch
critical support and solid financial success following the exhibition of paintings and
drawings from his Woman series at the Janis Gallery that spring.22 By then, Rauschenberg
had known de Kooning for a year or more and had seen him on occasion, often through
their mutual friend Jack Tworkov (1900–1982), who sublet studio space from de Kooning.23
Even as other details of the Erased de Kooning Drawing story changed, Rauschenberg
always insisted that he chose de Kooning out of deep respect for his work and because
there was no question that a drawing of his would be considered art—and this was more
true than ever in 1953.24 Critic Leo Steinberg later reported asking Rauschenberg whether
he would have erased a drawing by Rembrandt, to which he replied no. To Steinberg’s
mind, Rauschenberg drew this distinction because erasing a Rembrandt would have
bordered on criminal—an act of vandalism, an indefensible waste of an irreplaceable work
by a long-dead master rather than the loss of a drawing by a living artist still producing
works by the armload.25 Steinberg astutely notes that Rauschenberg might have
gravitated toward erasing a de Kooning because of the latter’s own heavy use of erasure
to break, move, blur, and modulate lines and forms in his drawings.26 Rauschenberg’s
comments in the 1964 Tomkins interview about wanting to produce a drawing entirely
through erasure resonate with this interpretation. Interestingly, Rauschenberg later
acquired a de Kooning pencil drawing that is heavily worked by erasers (fig. 5). This
drawing frequently hung in proximity to Erased de Kooning Drawing on Rauschenberg’s
studio wall (fig. 6).

5. Willem de Kooning, Untitled, ca. 1947–49. Graphite on paper,
11 ¾ x 15 in. (29.8 x 38.1 cm). Robert Rauschenberg Foundation;
© The Willem de Kooning Foundation / Artists Rights Society
(ARS), New York
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6. Robert Rauschenberg with Gloria McDarrah at his Front
Street studio, January 15, 1961. Erased de Kooning Drawing (1953)
hangs in the top row at far left. Willem de Kooning’s Untitled
(ca. 1947–49) is in the same row, two works over. Photo: Fred W.
McDarrah; © Fred W. McDarrah / Getty Images

Another possible explanation for Rauschenberg’s choice of de Kooning could be that the
latter’s contemporaneity allowed Rauschenberg to explore the temporal implications
of erasing the work of a celebrated artist in his moment of greatness. Rauschenberg
frequently evoked measures of temporality in his work, especially during this period.
The White Paintings (1951) change in appearance as the light in the room where they
are displayed shifts throughout the day; the grass in Growing Painting (1953) took
time to grow; and Automobile Tire Print (1953) records the slow roll of a tire and can
only be fully viewed if one strolls its length.27 Rauschenberg suggests temporality in

Erased de Kooning Drawing on two levels: the actual span of time required for him to
complete the erasure, and the notion of generational time reflected in his choice of a
de Kooning drawing as the basis for the work. Although he was twenty-one years older,
de Kooning was not quite a full artistic generation ahead of Rauschenberg, particularly
when considered in terms of the recognition and success each had achieved. As Mark
Stevens and Annalyn Swan note in their biography of de Kooning, “Wasn’t he, de Kooning,
the emerging artist? . . . His moment having just arrived, he found a young artist at
his door anxious to announce the death of the old man.”28 Indeed, Erased de Kooning
Drawing is frequently interpreted as an oedipal act, the young upstart killing off the
master. But this generational distinction was not so clear in 1953, when a de Kooning
drawing was something entirely of the moment. By choosing a de Kooning drawing,
Rauschenberg was declaring himself a contemporary of de Kooning as surely as he was
invoking a generational distinction. Freshly drawn, freshly erased, Erased de Kooning
Drawing compresses the time of making and unmaking and points out the messiness of
intergenerational overlap in the evolution of art.
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An inscrutable testimonial to Rauschenberg’s request and his subsequent unthinkable
deed, as well as to de Kooning’s psychologically freighted decision to participate, Erased
de Kooning Drawing has little in common with Duchamp’s L.H.O.O.Q. (1919/1930, fig. 7), a
work to which it is often compared.29 Duchamp began not with an original work of art but
rather with a cheap reproduction of Leonardo da Vinci’s Mona Lisa (ca. 1503–6), drawing
a mustache and goatee on his famous subject’s face and adding the inscription that
gives the work its title. Spoken one at a time, the letters “LHOOQ” sound like the French
phrase “Elle a chaud au cul,” which translates loosely as “She has a hot ass.” With an act
of subversive humor, Duchamp injected Leonardo’s masterpiece with ribald, genderbending layers of meaning, and dealt a blow to the sanctity of an iconic artwork. Late in
his life, Duchamp himself compared L.H.O.O.Q. and Erased de Kooning Drawing, noting:
“These are very close to one another. These two ideas have the same background. All
these things have a background that is not visible.” Asked if L.H.O.O.Q. was the more
humorous of the two works, he replied, “Yes, but it’s the same conceptual consideration
of a thing, of an action.”30 Duchamp’s “action” was largely rooted in the idea of altering
the Mona Lisa. The execution is almost an afterthought. Duchamp made many editions
of L.H.O.O.Q. over a period of decades—a 1930 version appears here—a practice indicative
of his conviction that the “original” (both his own and Leonardo’s) was unimportant, and
that the work could be duplicated without changing or losing what mattered most: the
artwork’s conceptual core. By contrast, Erased de Kooning Drawing plays on the power
of the original—through the representation of its loss—and draws strength from the act
of transgression. An original de Kooning drawing cannot be replicated or replaced, and
Rauschenberg’s Erased de Kooning Drawing could never be duplicated and editioned in
the manner of L.H.O.O.Q.
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And what of de Kooning’s stake in this transaction? As is frequently noted in the literature,
Erased de Kooning Drawing implicitly pays homage to de Kooning while simultaneously
expunging his artistic and physical presence. He knew the terms of the exchange and
could not have been blind to the implications of letting a brash young artist erase his
work. Stevens and Swan note that de Kooning became angry when Erased de Kooning
Drawing began to be publicly shown, because he “believed the murder should have
remained private, a personal affair between artists.”31 The only other recorded comment
by de Kooning on this subject appears in Tomkins’s typewritten notes for his book Off the
Wall: Robert Rauschenberg and the Art World of Our Time: “(question relayed by Fourcade
5/78) De Kooning says he gave Bob the drawing but doesn’t remember if Bob told him
what he wanted to do with it (!). Also said it was ‘sort of a corny idea.’”32 De Kooning’s near
silence on the matter—his responses were generally not available to a wide audience—
effectively left the storytelling up to Rauschenberg.
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One aspect of Rauschenberg’s account changed substantially over the years. In most of
his retellings, including the story recorded in Tomkins’s New Yorker interview, he stated
that de Kooning had deliberately selected a drawing that he would miss, presumably
to increase the significance of the loss enacted by Rauschenberg’s erasure. But when
Tomkins interviewed Rauschenberg afresh in 1977 as he researched material for Off the

7. Marcel Duchamp, L.H.O.O.Q., 1930. Graphite on
photogravure, 25 ¾ x 19 ½ in. (61.5 x 49.5 cm).
Musée National d’Art Moderne, Centre Georges
Pompidou, Paris. Photo: Philippe Migeat; ©
Succession Marcel Duchamp / ADAGP, Paris / Artists
Rights Society (ARS), New York

Wall, Rauschenberg said the exact opposite: “He had several portfolios of his drawings,
and he went to the first one and looked through it, and said, ‘No, I’d miss one of these too
much.’”33 This could have been a slip of the tongue or an offhand mistake, and he did not
repeat the assertion in later versions of the story. But the reversal does raise the question
of whether or not de Kooning chose to give Rauschenberg a significant drawing.
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In 2010, SFMOMA’s Elise S. Haas Conservation Studio worked with an imaging consultant
to produce digitally enhanced infrared images that highlight traces of the original
de Kooning drawing (fig. 8). It is primarily the heavier lines, likely made in charcoal and
graphite, that are visible. Because the imaging technology was not able to capture
shading subtleties, fainter lines, or the full range of drawing media, the digital
reconstruction can at best only offer clues as to what Rauschenberg erased. De Kooning
used the eraser heavily in his work, and it is possible that some of the lines visible in the
reconstruction were originally removed as part of his own process, before he gave the
finished drawing to Rauschenberg. We are left at risk of considering too many of the
markings, or not enough.34
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The digitally enhanced image shows a drawing worked from two orientations, 180
degrees in opposition. Seen in its proper orientation (within Rauschenberg’s frame),
four figures emerge: a female nude at the lower right; another nude upside down,
top center; a third, smaller figure with arms raised, upside down and just off-center
on the sheet; and an upright, abstracted Shmoo-like35 figure toward the right side of
the composition. De Kooning sometimes rotated his paper and worked drawings from
multiple orientations before settling on one, so some variation in direction and spatial
relationships is not unusual. However, the relatively whole figures, the varying scales,
and the scattering of forms across this page suggest that we are looking not at a
single composition but rather at a page of working sketches—the beginnings of ideas
and roughly recorded details, not fully executed thoughts or even finished studies.
Moreover, there is no indication of de Kooning’s signature. Ultimately, the exact nature of
the drawing that was erased cannot be determined; however, it has little bearing here,
because the effect of Erased de Kooning Drawing relies much more on the weight of de
Kooning’s reputation than it does on the specifics or relative significance of the original
artwork he contributed.36
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To speak of the work’s impact we must also consider its reception by critics and
other artists. Here, too, the details have often been lost in the shadows of the Erased
de Kooning Drawing story. Recent research has revealed that the drawing was shown
publicly much earlier than previously known, appearing for the first time at the
aforementioned Poindexter Gallery exhibition in 1955, along with Johns’s graphite and
lighter-fluid drawing Flag (1955).37 The Poindexter show was held nine years before the
Wadsworth Atheneum’s celebrated exhibition Black, White and Grey: Contemporary
Painting and Sculpture of early 1964, which has been recorded for decades as the first
entry in the work’s exhibition history.38 Having been lost to history for nearly sixty years,
the Poindexter show was by no means a major event, and there is no record of anyone
(other than Johns) seeing Erased de Kooning Drawing there. Most early viewers likely
encountered the work in Rauschenberg’s New York studio, where it hung on the wall,
visible to anyone who stopped in on the gregarious artist. The story behind the work was
certainly filtering through the city’s art circles in the mid- to late 1950s, as Rauschenberg
began telling people that he had erased a de Kooning drawing almost immediately.39
Passed on by word of mouth, the basic plot points of the story had become known among
art insiders by 1957, the year Steinberg later reported hearing about the work and being so
perplexed that he picked up the phone to call the artist for clarification.40 Recent accounts
suggest that many of those who heard about the drawing soon after its completion did
not consider it especially shocking.41 To most, it was simply Bob being Bob. The perception
of scandal surrounding what Rauschenberg had done developed after the fact: as Erased
de Kooning Drawing began to be canonized, it retroactively became more of a collective
shock.
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Prior to 1964 Erased de Kooning Drawing was nearly invisible within the Rauschenberg
literature, with its first mention emerging in a 1960 article by Japanese artist and critic

8. Digitally enhanced infrared scan of Robert
Rauschenberg’s Erased de Kooning Drawing (1953)
showing traces of the original drawing by Willem de
Kooning. Visible light scan: Ben Blackwell, 2010;
infrared scan and processing: Robin D. Myers, 2010

Yoshiaki Tono.42 Offering his observations about American art as a relative outsider, Tono
notes, without comment, that Rauschenberg had recently created a work by rubbing out
a drawing by de Kooning. Though the reference is brief, Tono singles out the drawing as
an example of the most interesting work going on in the United States, suggesting that
it is emblematic of a group of artists working with the concept of “crossing-off” without
implying negation or resistance.43 A year later, Cage penned an article on Rauschenberg
that also fleetingly (and obliquely) mentions the drawing, framing it as a moment
of slate-cleaning: “It’s a joy in fact to begin over again. In preparation he erases a
De Kooning.”44 Cage’s reference, while barely more extensive than Tono’s, has established
an enduring framework for understanding Erased de Kooning Drawing not only as a
turning point for Rauschenberg but also as a necessary decalcification of art itself that
made possible everything that came after.
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Erased de Kooning Drawing essentially remained an underground, art world
phenomenon for more than ten years after it was completed.45 Significantly, it was
excluded from numerous important solo and group exhibitions in the late 1950s and
early 1960s, crucial years when Rauschenberg’s reputation was becoming established
internationally.46 The tide turned with the opening of Black, White and Grey in January
1964,47 and momentum built with the work’s breakout appearance in Tomkins’s appealing
February 1964 New Yorker profile on the artist. The extent to which Tomkins’s airing of the
work and its story has influenced contemporary understandings of Erased de Kooning
Drawing cannot be overstated. He set the stage by noting the artist’s outsider status
within the “main current of Abstract Expressionist painting” and underscored the
seriousness of the endeavor; he then handed the narrative over to Rauschenberg by
quoting his first-person account at length. In September of that year, the drawing was
used as the opener for a Time magazine feature.48 It was through such publications—and
the persistence of the artist’s creation story—that Erased de Kooning Drawing cemented
its place in the Rauschenberg canon. Although the work did not garner much attention
in reviews of Black, White and Grey,49 it was subsequently included in two nationally
circulating exhibitions and traveled to fourteen cities between late 1964 and early 1968.50
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The number of published references and the frequency of the work’s inclusion in
exhibitions increased dramatically in the following decades. Between 1966 and 1990,
Erased de Kooning Drawing appeared at more than thirty-three venues in six countries.
The back of its frame is now cluttered with exhibition labels (see fig. 3), a testament to
the worldwide demand to see this work of art. The drawing was mentioned in more than
fifty-three publications between 1964 and 1976, the year it debuted in Walter Hopps’s
major Rauschenberg retrospective. By that time, Erased de Kooning Drawing had
achieved its current standing as a defining work in the development of Conceptual art.
This position had its beginnings in Allan Kaprow’s 1966 article “Experimental Art,” which
posited Erased de Kooning Drawing as the ultimate example of Kaprow’s ideal—a kind
of art that identifies conventional boundaries and then finds creative ways to subvert
them.51 In 1968, Harold Rosenberg referred to Erased de Kooning Drawing as “the most
significant creative gesture of the last two decades,”52 and Lucy Lippard and John
Chandler’s seminal article “The Dematerialization of Art” listed it as a prime example
of ultra-Conceptualism.53 Indeed, by the time of the Hopps show in 1976, the drawing
had come to be seen as a preeminent piece in both Rauschenberg’s body of work and
the history of twentieth-century art at large. Rosenberg acknowledged its place as “the
cornerstone of a new academy, dedicated to replacing the arbitrary self of the artist with
predefined processes and objectives—that is to say, Minimalism and Conceptualism.”54
It was cited in nearly every review of the 1976 Hopps retrospective and has since
accumulated a vast history of exhibitions and publications.
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As this essay has shown, there is more than one story behind Erased de Kooning
Drawing, and trying to place it within a single narrative risks obscuring the complexity
of its history and potential. It is too simplistic to characterize the gesture of erasing
de Kooning’s work as an act of oedipal insurrection, or an attempt to erase the past
to create a new present. Rauschenberg as an artist and as a person was never so
unilaterally inclined. It also is an oversimplification to place the work in a straight lineage
from Duchamp to Conceptualism. The act Erased de Kooning Drawing embodies was

far more complex, and the artwork is far more subtle and far-reaching. Yes, the erasure
was an act of destruction, but as a creative gesture it was also an act of reverence or
even devotion—to de Kooning, to drawing, to art history, and to the idea of taking a risk
and being open to whatever comes as a result. For now, Erased de Kooning Drawing has
settled into place as a progenitor of Conceptual art, but its curious beginnings and blankslate nature ensure that it remains open to future reinterpretations.
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